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Abstract— Firstly the GPS continuously takes input data from
the satellite and stores the latitude and longitude. With the
facility of propose system we can track our mobile. In
propose system if we want to track mobile location then we
need to send a message to our device, by which it gets
activated. Once application gets activated it takes the current
latitude and longitude positions values from the GPS and
sends a mail to the registered email id. Propose system could
be used to track children current location.
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I. INTRODUCTION
By shifting time, the versatile innovation has changed a great
deal and over the most recent couple of years we have seen
the entry of different new sorts of devices as Smartphone,
camera-telephone, Android and tablet telephones. Truth be
told, the handset business has abandoned basic spending
handsets to ultramodern top of the line cell phones. The
present gadget is nearly all that it is in vogue, inventive,
engaging, high-performing, sturdy, in vogue and performing
multiple tasks. Most recent devices can be utilized for
different purposes like perusing versatile, web, playing
recreations, messaging, and blogging, informing, GPS,
YouTube, Google inquiry, Gmail and the sky is the limit from
there.
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is an area
framework dependent on a group of stars of 24 to 32 satellites
circling round the earth at heights of 11,000 miles. Each
satellite is fueled by the Sun through its sun oriented board.
In its prior years, GPS was created in the US for military use,
for the Department of Defense (DOD). During that time of
advancement and improvement, we have propelled the
utilization of GPS to following our exact area worldwide and
as a route helping apparatus for regular citizen use. Right
now, it is utilized as route device gadget to help us in finding
the briefest course to our goal. We can utilize GPS to discover
lost cell phone or guardians can track to their youngsters area.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Multi-satellite Formation Control for Remote Sensing
Applications Using Artificial Potential Field and Adaptive
Fuzzy Sliding Mode Control
Author: Ranjith Ravindranathan Nair, Laxmidhar Behera,
Vinod Kumar, Mo Jamshidi
The development control of satellites for remote detecting
applications has gotten significant consideration amid the
previous decade. This work manages the improvement of a
development control procedure for the round arrangement of
a gathering of satellites. In this paper, fake potential field
strategy is utilized for way arranging, and sliding mode
control (SMC) procedure is utilized for planning a powerful
controller. A fluffy surmising instrument is used to lessen the
gabbing wonder natural in the regular SMC. A versatile

tuning calculation is likewise determined dependent on
Lyapunov steadiness hypothesis to tune the fluffy parameter.
The proposed fluffy SMC-based strategy is expected to adjust
for the displaying vulnerabilities existing in down to earth
applications. The consequences of recreations accomplished
for a gathering of five satellites influencing a round
arrangement to affirm the security and power of the present
plan[1]
Optimizing Sensor Locations in a Multisensor Single-Object
Tracking System
Author: Jasmine Cashbaugh, Christopher Kitts
Following a versatile item shows numerous difficulties,
particularly when the followed article is self-ruling or
semiautonomous and may move eccentrically. The utilization
of independent portable sensor frameworks takes into
consideration more prominent chance to follow the versatile
item yet does not generally yield a gauge of the followed
article's area that limits the estimation mistake. This paper
displays a philosophy to upgrade the sensor framework areas,
given a solitary article and a fixed number of sensor
frameworks, to accomplish a position gauge that limits the
estimation blunder. The following stations may then be
controlled to accomplish and keep up this ideal position,
under position limitations. The hypothesis predicts that given
'n' sensor frameworks and one article there is a sensor
framework setup that will yield a position gauge that limits
the estimation blunder. A scientific reason for this hypothesis
is introduced and reproduction and test results for two and
three sensor framework cases are appeared to delineate the
viability of the hypothesis in the lab.[2]
Constrained Extended Kalman Filter for Target Tracking in
Directional Sensor Networks
Author Name: Sha Wen, Zixing Cai, Xiaoqing Hu
The following issue in directional sensor systems (DSNs) is
pulling in expanding consideration. In contrast to the
customary omnidirectional sensor, a directional sensor has an
uncommon edge of view. It can offer heading data instead of
simply the detecting signal estimation as for the recognized
target. The current following methodologies in DSNs in every
case independently think about the bearing and estimation
data; they scarcely guarantee the following execution of least
fluctuation. In this paper, the field of perspective on
directional sensor is approximated to a square shape; thusly
the compelled territory in which the objective will
undoubtedly be is built. At that point, the objective following
issue is defined as an obliged estimation issue, and a
compelled broadened Kalman channel (CEKF) following
calculation coordinating the heading and estimation data is
exhibited; its auxiliary and measurable properties are
thoroughly inferred. It is demonstrated that CEKF is the
straight unprejudiced least fluctuation estimator, and CEKF
can yield a littler blunder covariance than the unconstrained
conventional broadened Kalman channel utilizing just sensor
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estimations. Recreation results demonstrate that the CEKF
has prevalent following execution for directional remote
systems.[3]
Experiments with Underwater Robot Localization and
Tracking
Author Name: Peter Corke, Carrick Detweiler, Matthew
Dunbabin, Michael Hamilton, Daniela Rus, Iuliu Vasilescu
This paper depicts a novel investigation in which two
altogether different techniques for submerged robot
limitation are looked at. The main technique depends on a
geometric methodology in which a versatile hub moves inside
a field of static hubs, and all hubs are fit for assessing the
range to their neighbors acoustically. The second technique
utilizes visual odometry, from stereo cameras, by
coordinating scaled optical stream. The major algorithmic
standards of every confinement strategy are depicted. We
likewise present trial results contrasting acoustic confinement
and GPS for surface activity, and a correlation of acoustic and
visual techniques for submerged task.[4]
Dynamic positioning of beacon vehicles for cooperative
underwater navigation
Author Name: Alexander Bahr, John J. Leonard, Alcherio
Martinoli
Self-sufficient Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are utilized for
a regularly expanding scope of utilizations because of the
developing of the innovation. Because of the nonappearance
of the GPS flag submerged, the right estimation of its position
is a test for submerged vehicles. One promising methodology
to moderate this issue is to utilize a gathering of AUVs where
at least one expect the job of a reference point vehicle which
has an exceptionally exact position gauge because of a costly
route suite or incessant surfacing. These reference point
vehicles communicate their position and the rest of the
overview vehicles can utilize this position data and intravehicle extents to refresh their position gauge. The adequacy
of this methodology emphatically relies upon the geometry
between the signal vehicles and the overview vehicles. The
directions of the reference point vehicles should hence be
arranged with the objective to limit the position vulnerability
of the overview vehicles. We propose a dispersed calculation
which progressively processes the locally ideal position for a
signal vehicle utilizing just data got from communicate
correspondence of the study vehicles. It doesn't require earlier
data about the review vehicles' direction and can be utilized
for any gathering size of reference point and overview
vehicles.[5]
Dynamic Control of Mobile Multi-robot Systems: The
Cluster Space Formulation
Author: Ignacio Mas, Christopher A. Kitts
The arrangement control procedure called group space
control advances disentangled detail and checking of the
movement of versatile multi-robot frameworks of constrained
size. Past paper has built up the calculated establishment of
this methodology and has tentatively confirmed and approved
its utilization for different frameworks actualizing kinematic
controllers. In this paper, we quickly survey the meaning of
the group space system and present another bunch space
dynamic model. This model speaks to the elements of the
arrangement all in all as an element of the elements of the part
robots. Given this model, summed up bunch space powers
can be connected to the arrangement, and a Jacobian

transpose controller can be actualized to change group space
pay powers into robot-level powers to be connected to the
robots in the development. At that point, a nonlinear modelbased segment controller is proposed. This controller
counteracts the development elements and adequately
decouples the bunch space factors. PC recreations and trial
results utilizing three self-sufficient surface vessels and four
land meanderers demonstrate the viability of the
methodology. At last, affectability to mistakes in the
estimation of bunch display parameters is investigated.[6]
III. EXISTING SYSTEM
In existing system if we forget our phone then we make call
to our phone from another phone. If it’s silent then is very
difficult to find our phone. It’s not possible to track child
location for their parent
IV. DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYSTEM



These systems will not be efficient for finding out or
track the location of stolen mobile.
Unreliable way to find mobile
V. PROPOSED SYSTEM

In propose system user will have main 3 options to find or
track their mobile location. If use forget their mobile in home
then user will send preformatted SMS to their phone then
mobile will start ringing. If user forgot their phone outside of
home then he can track by propose system
VI. ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM



Easy way to find mobile location
Save time and efforts to find mobile phone
VII. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Users install application on his/her android phone. Users
register into system. After successful registration user login
into system. After the login user set his secret PIN. Whenever
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user want to change profile mode from silent to general OR
want to track mobile location OR track children location and
call logs; user send SMS. System verify SMS and match PIN,
if SMS and PIN get match then system capture photo from
front and back camera of phone. System identify battery
status if battery is less than specific battery level OR any one
change SIM card then system capture photo from front and
back camera as well as capture current location and send to
register mail id
VIII. CONCLUSION
We conclude that the Propose system is anti-theft mobile
tracking application. This application provides strong
security to Smartphone when it is lost or stolen by thief. It
gives the location as well as photos of thief to user on emails
id provided by user Parents can easily track their children’s
locations. In future user can start internet of mobile by
sending SMS.
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